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Introduction1
This paper was written in response to three recent developments in the field of terrorism
studies. First, since 2001 there has been a tremendous growth in terrorism-related
research and teaching activities. Following the attacks in America, terrorism studies
rapidly expanded from a relatively minor sub-field of security studies to a large stand
alone field with its own dedicated journals, research centres, leading scholars and experts,
research funding opportunities, conferences, seminars and study programmes. As a
consequence, it is now one of the fastest expanding areas of research in the Englishspeaking academic world, with literally thousands of new books and articles published
over the past few years,2 significant investment in terrorism-related research projects and
increasing numbers of postgraduate dissertations and undergraduate students.3 Such
phenomenal growth calls for critical reflection on the state and direction of terrorism
research.4
Second, there has already been a growing dissatisfaction with the quality of the
voluminous output of the field. As detailed below, a number of authoritative scholarly
reviews have maintained that much of the new research – and much of the early research
on political terrorism – fails to meet rigorous standards of scholarship. Related to this, it
is also possible to discern a growing and deep-seated sense of unease about the progress
and consequences of the global war on terror (WOT). In late 2006, for example, the Iraq
Study Group noted that, ‘Many Americans are dissatisfied, not just with the situation in
Iraq but with the state of our political debate regarding Iraq… Our country deserves a
debate that prizes substance over rhetoric.’5 In other words, in a political environment
characterised by decreasing public and academic confidence in official approaches to
1
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counter-terrorism, we argue that it is intellectually and politically timely to consider how
a new, more critical approach might offer an alternative paradigm for considering
political terror.
A third important development has been a growing number of openly ‘critical’
terrorism studies scholars, publications, doctoral research projects and teaching programs.
The level of organisation and activity of this trend can be seen in several specific events.
Taking the United Kingdom as an example, at Aberystwyth University, an explicitly
critical approach to the study of political terror has been taught to undergraduate and
graduate students since 2002, most notably with the creation of the world’s first Masters
program dedicated to the study of ‘terrorism’ in 2002, and the establishment of the Centre
for the Study of Radicalisation and Contemporary Political Violence (CSRV) in 2005. In
early 2006, a Critical Studies on Terrorism Working Group (CSTWG) was formally
established within the British International Studies Association (BISA) to provide a
network for critically-oriented scholars and a focus for research activities. That same
year, the University of East London launched its own Masters in Terrorism Studies. In
October 2006, a conference entitled ‘Is it Time for a Critical Terrorism Studies?’ was
held in Manchester, jointly organised by CSTWG and CSRV, bringing together around
fifty scholars from the UK, Europe and North America. Panels on critical terrorism
studies were held at the December 2006 annual BISA conference and the March 2007
International Studies Association (ISA) annual convention in Chicago. Lastly, in 2007 a
new international, peer-reviewed academic journal called Critical Studies on Terrorism
was established, based in CSRV and published by Routledge.
Within the broader context of these developments, this paper attempts to set out
the case for the creation of an explicitly ‘critical terrorism studies’ (CTS). The paper aims
to map out and articulate some of its main justifications and central commitments, and in
the process, differentiate CTS from the orthodox field. Perhaps more importantly, it
explores some of the potential pitfalls and dangers of delineating an explicitly ‘critical’
approach. Although a loosely-defined ‘critical’ terrorism studies already exists through
the scholars and activities described above, it can be argued that the intellectual case for a
recognized CTS has yet to be made. A key purpose of this paper therefore, is to provoke
debate and discussion about the underlying assumptions, focus, scope, research agenda,
ethics, potential pitfalls and future trajectory of an openly ‘critical’ terrorism studies.
We argue that making the case for CTS depends initially on a considered critique
of the current state of orthodox terrorism studies. In the first section, we provide a brief
overview of a few of the main problems and challenges of the contemporary study of
political terror. In the second part, we reflect on the potential pitfalls and obstacles of
establishing an explicitly critical field. In the final section, we propose a set of
epistemological, ontological, methodological and ethical-normative commitments, and
suggest the initial outlines of a research program.
Weaknesses and Problems in the Study of Political Terror
Terrorism studies is not noted for either regular or critical self-reflection; nonetheless,
there have been a number of important reviews of the field’s achievements and failures
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over the past two decades.6 These studies highlight a plethora of weaknesses, problems
and challenges, which we consider below.
Concepts, Theories and Methods
In the first instance, terrorism studies has been criticised for its failure to develop an
accepted definition of terrorism and a subsequent failure to develop rigorous theories and
concepts.7 The reality is that most terrorism scholars have simply abandoned the search
for an agreed definition, and instead, tend to use the term without ever defining it. This is
a real challenge for the field, as not only is the term highly contentious and laden with
negative political and cultural connotations, but the failure to resolve the continual debate
over key concepts and ideas is antithetical to theoretical innovation and intellectual
progress.8 In part, this particular weakness reflects the roots of terrorism studies within
the broader disciplines of international relations and security studies, which in turn have
been criticised for having poorly-developed theories and concepts. It also reflects a
certain lack of inter-disciplinarity and the failure to draw upon existing theoretical
approaches within cognate fields (see below).
Terrorism studies has also been criticised for its poor research methods and
procedures, in particular, its over-reliance on secondary information and general failure
to undertake primary research.9 Although there are obvious challenges to some aspects of
primary research in terms of ‘talking to terrorists’, a growing number of studies by
scholars such as Mia Bloom, John Horgan, Jessica Stern and Jeroen Gunning (among
many others) demonstrate that these obstacles are not nearly as insurmountable as some
might assume. We would argue along with anthropologists like Joseba Zulaika that the
failure to engage directly with the subject matter of terrorism studies is a reflection of
their taboo nature in modern society with its associated fear of moral contamination.
There is a pervasive attitude within some sectors of the field that understanding terrorist
motives equates to sympathising with them and explaining their behaviour equates to
justifying or exonerating it, which is why, quoting O’Leary and Silke, ‘much of what is
written about terrorism … is written by people who have never met a terrorist, or have
never actually spent significant time on the ground in the areas most affected by
conflict’.10 It is accurate to say that there are few fields of study where the subject is
deliberately kept at such great ontological and moral distance from the researcher than
6

The most important reviews of the field include: Silke, Research on Terrorism; Magnus Ranstorp, ed.,
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orthodox terrorism studies. A typical expression of this taboo comes from Jones and
Smith who suggest that all efforts by critically-oriented scholars to understand the causes
of contemporary terrorism or empathize with the injustices which may be driving it
confers ‘a legitimacy which demands empathy’ and is akin to the toleration of Nazism.11
A direct consequence of these conceptual and methodological challenges is that
the terrorism studies literature is frequently overly descriptive, derivative and narrativebased rather than analytical, and adopts a morally condemnatory tone towards its subject
matter. Particularly since the declaration of the WOT, the orthodox literature has
exhibited a palpable aura of moral certitude. Although terrorism has always been viewed
in moral terms, the tendency to characterise terrorists as ‘evil’ has, we believe, been
greatly accentuated since 11 September, 2001.12 This discourse of ‘evil’ is deeply
antithetical to scientific inquiry, which calls for a more dispassionate and less moralistic
analysis of the evidence. Yet to produce nuanced explanations for the motivation of
terrorists for example, is as we have already noted, to risk being framed as an apologist
for them. The absence of ‘other-centric’ research which examines the phenomenon of
terrorism from points of view other than that of Western states is evident in the dearth of
analytical accounts from those dispassionate about or sympathetic to the cause and
methods of terrorists.13
Another challenge for the field is that much terrorism research tends towards
ahistoricity and acontextuality. It frequently ignores both the historical experiences of
numerous other countries as well as the existing literature on terrorism published prior to
2001. The tendency towards decontextualizing contemporary events, however, has long
been a feature of orthodox terrorism research, well predating September 11: Andrew
Silke’s analysis of 490 articles published in the core terrorism studies journals from
1990-1999 found that only 13 focused on non-contemporary terrorism, and of those, only
seven looked at terrorism before 1960.14
A related criticism of terrorism research since 2001 is that it tends towards
exceptionalizing the experience of the United States (US) and Al Qaeda, positing it as a
‘new type of terrorism [that] threatens the world’.15 Louise Richardson has described this
tendency as, ‘American “exceptionalism”, the sense that America is different from (and
implicitly superior to) the rest of the world.’16 The scale of the atrocity at the World
Trade Centre was unprecedented in the practice of modern terror (if one excludes
systematic state terror); however, the emphasis on the scale of the attack to the detriment
11
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of other dimensions has tended to negate the value and insights of previous scholarship
and experiences of terrorism. The lines that had been drawn in the late 1990s between
‘old’ and ‘new’ terrorism17 are now accompanied by an even deeper line between preand post-September 11, 2001. As Hoffman puts it: ‘On 9/11, of course, Bin Laden wiped
the slate clean of the conventional wisdom on terrorists and terrorism, and, by doing so,
ushered in a new era of conflict – as well as a new discourse about it’.18 Notwithstanding
new developments in the methodology and technology of terror and consequently in its
strike power, the field shows a worrying tendency to ‘wipe the slate clean’, betraying a
focus on method at the expense of motivation and political context.
Terrorism studies has also been noted for its restricted research focus on a highly
selective number of presumed topical subjects and its consequent failure to fully engage
with a range of other important topics. For example, in recent years, literally hundreds of
studies have been undertaken on Al Qaeda and related forms of ‘Islamic terrorism’,
Northern Ireland, the Middle East conflict and issues related to counter-terrorism in the
US and UK, such as the role of the media, suicide terrorism, weapons of mass destruction
(WMD) terrorism, cyber-terrorism and terrorist financing.19 In part, the problem is related
to the disciplinary and geographical character of the main scholars in the field, who are
generally from international relations and security studies and based in the US or UK.
The cause and consequence of this restricted focus is a general failure to fully examine a
range of other important issues, such as state terrorism, the impact of the war on terror on
the global South, gender dimensions of terrorism, historical cases of terrorism, the
cultural construction of terrorism, pathways out of terrorism, and the political causes of
terrorism. Few of these subjects have thus far received the kind of sustained attention
from scholars in the field that they deserve – or have been studied primarily from within
other disciplines. Of particular concern is that, with only a few notable exceptions,20
terrorism studies has failed to engage with the issues and practices of state terrorism,
which in terms of the scale of human suffering and numbers of deaths caused, is a much
more serious problem than non-state terrorism. Andrew Silke’s review reveals that only
12 out of 490 articles in the core journals examined issues of state terrorism.21
In the end, the conceptual and methodological weaknesses of much terrorism
research, its tendency towards ahistoricity and its lack of disciplinary plurality, means
that the field is in large part dominated by a common set of narratives, assumptions and
beliefs about terrorism and counter-terrorism that are continually reproduced but which
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Bruce Hoffman, 1999. Inside Terrorism. New York: Columbia University Press; Walter Laqueur, 1999.
The New Terrorism: Fanaticism and the Arms of Mass Destruction, New York: Oxford University Press.
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Bruce Hoffman, 2004. ‘Foreword’ in Silke, ed., Research on Terrorism, p.xviii.
19
See Silke, ‘The Road Less Traveled.’
20
Some exceptional analyses of state terrorism include: Beau Grosscup, 2006. Strategic Terror: The
Politics and Ethics of Aerial Bombardment, London: Zed Books; Daniel Byman, 2005. Confronting
Passive Sponsors of Terrorism, Analysis Paper No. 4, The Saban Center for Middle East Policy, The
Brookings Institution; Robert Slater and Michael Stohl, eds., 1988. Current Perspectives on International
Terrorism, Basingstoke: Macmillan; Edward Herman, 1982. The Real Terror Network: Terrorism in Fact
and Propaganda, Cambridge, MA: South End Press; and Michael Stohl, ed., 1979. The Politics of
Terrorism, New York: Marcel Dekker. A number of excellent studies of state terrorism have come from
disciplines outside of terrorism studies, such as anthropology; see for example, Jeffrey Sluka, ed., 2000.
Death Squad: The Anthropology of State Terror, Philadelphia, PA: University of Pennsylvania Press.
21
Silke, ‘The Road Less Traveled’, p.206.
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are in fact, often poorly supported by empirical research.22 Andrew Silke has described
this dominant and commonly accepted terrorism ‘knowledge’ as, ‘a cabal of virulent
myths and half-truths whose reach extends even to the most learned and experienced.’23
In part, his assessment is based on a study of 32 prominent terrorism studies scholars in
which the research process among these intellectuals was found to be a closed, circular
and static system of information and investigation which tended to accept dominant
myths about terrorism without strong empirical investigation for long periods before
empirical research disproved them.24 Disturbingly, these ‘myths of terrorism’ have been
remarkably persistent; Michael Stohl surveyed the field in the late 1970s and found a
similar set of widely accepted myths and half-truths.25
State-centrism, Problem-solving and Embedded Expertise
In addition to its conceptual and methodological weaknesses, a more serious challenge
for the field lies in the fact that a great deal of terrorism research tends towards statecentrism. In the first instance, much of the literature defines the ‘terrorist’ as the main or
exclusive security problem and inquiry is largely restricted to the assembling of
information and data that would solve or eradicate the ‘problem’ as the state defines it.
This focus ignores both terrorism being a social phenomenon which is typically the
outcome of a long dynamic process, and the potential contribution of the state itself to the
creation of the conditions in which terrorist action by non-state actors occurs. Where
terrorist motivation is considered, it is usually viewed as the result of individual
pathology. The futile search for the ‘terrorist personality’26 for example, is an attempt to
pick out the deviant, evil or sick terrorist from the population of normal people. Whilst
one can see the application of this approach to forensic profiling of terrorists, the
pathologising mode dispenses with the need for deeper understanding and instead renders
terrorism inexplicable, unknowable and overwhelming.
In fact, terrorism studies has long been criticised for its overly prescriptive focus,
which is a reflection of its theoretical and institutional origins in orthodox security studies
and counter-insurgency studies.27 An influential review described much of the field’s
early output as ‘counterinsurgency masquerading as political science’,28 while Andrew
Silke has concluded that much terrorism research is driven by policy concerns and is
limited to addressing government agendas.29 Moreover, it can be argued that the
22

Many of the dominant narratives and assumptions of orthodox terrorism studies are critically examined
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24
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See Michael Stohl, 1979. ‘Myths and Realities of Political Terrorism’, in Michael Stohl, ed., The Politics
of Terrorism, New York: Marcel Dekker, 1-19.
26
John Horgan, 2005. The Psychology of Terrorism, London: Frank Cass.
27
The roots of terrorism studies in counter-insurgency are explored in Burnett and Whyte, ‘Embedded
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ed., Research on Terrorism, p.58.
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prescriptive focus has ‘diverted attention from other critical matters, not the least of
which is the development of a sound theoretical understanding of the dynamics of
terrorism.’30
Another serious challenge for the field pertains to the ‘embedded’ or ‘organic’
nature of many terrorism experts and scholars; that is, the extent to which terrorism
scholars are directly linked to state institutions and sources of power in ways that make it
difficult to distinguish between the state and academic spheres.31 A good illustration of
this dynamic, and its contribution to the development of what has sometimes been called
‘the terrorism industry’, is the influence of the RAND Corporation, a non-profit research
foundation founded by United States Air Force with strong ties to the American military
and political establishments.32 The main consequence of such links is that together with
certain state, military, think tank and public intellectuals, the leading terrorism studies
scholars now constitute an influential ‘epistemic community’ – a network of ‘specialists
with a common world view about cause and effect relationships which relate to their
domain of expertise, and common political values about the type of policies to which
they should be applied’ – although it is important to underline that even within embedded
institutions such as RAND divergent views do exist (cf. Glenn Robinson’s work on
Hamas).33 Employing a Gramscian perspective, it can be argued that the core terrorism
studies scholars function as ‘organic intellectuals’ intimately connected – institutionally,
financially, politically and ideologically – with a state hegemonic project. Clearly, such a
situation has serious implications for the integrity and independence of research on
terrorism.
Given this state of affairs, and as discussed in greater detail elsewhere, the
dominant knowledge of the field functions as a type of ‘problem-solving theory’.34 As
Robert Cox argues, problem-solving theory ‘takes the world as it finds it, with the
prevailing social and power relationships and the institutions into which they are
organised, as the given framework for action’ and then works to ‘make these
relationships and institutions work smoothly by dealing effectively with particular
sources of trouble’.35 In this case, as we have already suggested, orthodox terrorism
30

Gaetano Ilardi, 2004. ‘Redefining the Issues: The Future of Terrorism Research and the Search for
Empathy’, in Silke, ed., Research on Terrorism, p.215.
31
A detailed, if somewhat polemical analysis of the public-private links that make up the ‘terrorism
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Industry and George, Western State Terrorism. A more recent analysis can be found in Burnett and Whyte,
‘Embedded Expertise and the New Terrorism’. A more mainstream terrorism studies assessment concludes
that terrorism ‘experts’ who do not maintain a strong pro-Western bias soon become marginalized in the
field and are denied access to policymakers and major conferences. See Ilardi, ‘Redefining the Issues’
p.222.
32
Senior officials in several U.S. administrations have held positions in RAND, and as with other
foundations and think tanks, there is a revolving door of personnel between RAND and the state. For
example, Condoleeza Rice and Donald Rumsfeld are both former RAND administrators. See Burnett and
Whyte, ‘Embedded Expertise’, p.8.
33
Diane Stone, 1996. Capturing the Political Imagination: Think Tanks and the Policy Process, London:
Frank Cass, p. 86; Glenn Robinson, 1997. Building a Palestinian state: the incomplete revolution.
Bloomington: Indiana University Press.
34
Jeroen Gunning, (2007). ‘The Case for a Critical Terrorism Studies?’, Government & Opposition, vol.
42, no. 3, pp. 363-94.
35
Robert Cox, 1981. ‘Social Forces, States and World Orders: Beyond International Relations Theory’,
Millennium: Journal of International Studies, vol.10, no.2, pp.128-9.
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studies does not question the extent to which the status quo – the hierarchies and
operation of power and the inequalities and injustices thus generated – is implicated in
the ‘problem’ of terrorism and other forms of subaltern violence. Moreover, through the
use of social scientific language and modes of inquiry, political assumptions about
terrorism are presented as immutable facts and the scholar typically aligns him or herself
with the orthodoxy – usually the state – on terrorism’s major ethical and political
questions.
The Impact of the War on Terrorism
Although not yet fully understood, there is little question that the WOT has impacted
powerfully on the broader research culture, priorities and practices of universities and
think-tanks. There are a number of reasons for this. In the first instance, there is an
overwhelming security imperative that now pervades every aspect of the research
process. The need for insight into violent or ‘terrorist’ movements and groups was spelled
out by Vincent Cannistraro to the US House Committee on International Relations, in the
following terms: ‘We must understand the nature of the threat before we can successfully
confront it… Comprehending the danger and the mind-set of these groups is a first step to
deterring the violence executed by the Osama Bin Ladens of this world’.36 Consequently,
the intelligence community – and by association, public and private funding bodies –
regard with great interest those scholars who conduct research on militant groups. This
clearly poses a number of dilemmas for independent scholars; for those researchers
conducting fieldwork with armed groups for example, a real or perceived association
with the intelligence or security community may spell a real or suspected breach of trust
with their informants and could jeopardise their personal safety. Such associations
invariably lead to the assumption that scholars support certain counter-terrorist practices
such as the current use of extraordinary rendition, torture, internment or even politicallysanctioned targeted killings. For ethical, if not for safety reasons, it is important that
scholars maintain a critical distance from practices which constitute breaches of human
rights and possibly contravene international law. In the current global atmosphere,
however, the security imperative exerts pressure on scholars to forgo such distance, but
rather to shape their research agenda in ways that will primarily be useful to the state’s
counter-terrorism agenda.
The politically dominant discourse of the WOT has also created a context in
which governments have justified the introduction of legislation and security practices
that have eroded civil liberties and contributed to the demonization of Muslim
communities within their shores. In addition, the broader political climate of the WOT
has ensured that efforts to understand the perspectives and motivations of terrorists are
even more of a taboo within Western scholarship than they ever were. Moreover, this
taboo has been institutionalised in a legal framework in which withholding information
from the authorities is a crime, in which academics are being asked to report on their
students37 and in which attempting to understand the subjectivities of terrorist suspects
36

Cited in Ilardi, ‘Redefining the Issues’, p.214.
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could be interpreted as ‘glorification of terrorism’ – a crime under UK law. This
discursive and political-legal context now defines the space in which scholars research,
think and write about terrorism.
Avoiding Potential Dangers and Pitfalls of a Critical Terrorism Studies
As noted in the introduction, there is now a growing body of critically constituted studies
of political terrorism. Though as yet amorphous and dispersed across different
disciplines, a shared assumption of this body of research is that orthodox terrorism
research is dominated by state-centric, problem-solving approaches and that a more
critical engagement with the subject is required. Beyond that however, opinions are
divided over what exactly constitutes a critical field, what its core organizing principles
should be, or who should be considered part of this field. In this section, we reflect on
some of the potential pitfalls and challenges facing CTS.
Boundaries and the Importance of Inclusivity
Elsewhere, we have identified two main reasons why a critical turn within terrorism
studies is necessary.38 One reason concerns the dominance of state-centric, problemsolving approaches within terrorism studies and the close ideological and organizational
association of key researchers with state institutions – with the concomitant problems of
‘embedded expertise’, ahistoricity and heavy reliance on secondary sources replicating
knowledge that by and large reinforces the status quo.
A second equally important, though often overlooked, reason concerns the
disparate nature of existing critical research. Much critical research is already being
carried out by anthropologists, social movement theorists, area studies specialists, peace
studies theorists and psychologists, and others.39 Yet, whether because of a suspicion of
the agenda of orthodox terrorism studies, unease with the term ‘terrorism’ itself, or
simply disciplinary fragmentation, much of this research is published outside the field of
terrorism studies, thus preventing much-needed cross-fertilization. A study by Avishag
Gordon for example, found that between 1988 and 2001 nearly 80 percent of articles on
terrorism were published outside the core terrorism studies journals.40 These statistics can
only be taken as indicative since they are dependent on how one defines what constitutes
core ‘terrorism studies’ journals and whether one includes articles that do not use the
term ‘terrorism’ at all. Nevertheless, it is clear that much is published on the phenomenon
The Guardian, 16 October, 2006, available online at: http://education.guardian.co.uk/print/0,,329601709108229,00.html, and ‘Disingenuous, Patronising and Dangerous’, The Guardian, 19 February, 2007,
available online at: http://education.guardian.co.uk/print/0,,329720570-108228,00.html.
38
Gunning, ‘The Case for a Critical Terrorism Studies?’; Jeroen Gunning, 2007. ‘Babies and Bathwaters:
Reflecting on the Pitfalls of Critical Terrorism Studies’, European Political Science, vol.6, no.3.
39
See, among many others: Donatella Della Porta, ed., 1992. Social Movements and Violence:
Participation in Underground Organizations, International Social Movement Research, 4, London: JAI
Press; Andrew Silke, 2003. Terrorists, Victims and Society: Psychological Perspectives on Terrorism and
its Consequences, Chichester: Wiley; Heiberg, Tirman, and O’Leary, Terror, Insurgency and the State; and
Harmonie Toros, 2006. ‘Joining Forces: Bringing Peace Research into Terrorism Studies’, Paper Prepared
for the British International Studies Association (BISA) Annual Conference, 18-20 December, 2006,
University College Cork, available online at: http://www.bisa.ac.uk/2006/pps/toros.pdf.
40
Gordon, ‘Terrorism and Knowledge Growth’, p.109.
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of terrorism outside of the orthodox terrorism studies field. Furthermore, it seems that
many of those who publish elsewhere do not wish to be identified with the established
field of terrorism studies. A critically constituted field therefore may help to facilitate
much-needed cross-fertilization and provide intellectual and political space within which
scholars of cognate or marginalized perspectives can converge.
However, this introduces a fundamental tension. To be ‘critical’ in the first sense,
a critical field must explicitly challenge state-centric, problem-solving perspectives and
call into question existing definitions, assumptions and power structures. To be ‘critical’
in the second sense, it must also attempt to be inclusive, to enable the convergence of not
only explicitly critical perspectives but also the more rigorous traditional, problemsolving perspectives of both cognate disciplines and terrorism studies. Much of interest
has been written by, for instance, those traditional conflict resolution scholars who have
moved beyond a narrow military understanding of security and placed violence in its
wider social context.41 Similarly, traditional scholars within terrorism studies – including
Robert Pape, Marc Sageman, Martha Crenshaw, Leonard Weinberg, Magnus Ranstorp,
Adrian Guelke, Alex Schmid and several others42 have produced important research
which challenges accepted knowledge and orthodoxy. Research from outside terrorism
studies, however strong in other aspects, is meanwhile frequently marred by a lack of
familiarity with core insights from the traditional terrorism studies literature.43
Further complicating this dynamic is that the term ‘critical’ is itself highly
contested. Poststructuralists and Critical Theorists for example, have a very different
understanding of what constitutes a ‘critical’ approach, or indeed of what the chief aims
of a critical field ought to be. At the very least, there is debate over whether a ‘critical’
field should attempt to be normative and policy-relevant or whether it should focus on
power-knowledge issues and the deconstruction of hegemonic narratives.
In this respect, we would argue that important lessons can be learned from the
‘critical turn’ in cognate fields. Critical security studies (CSS) is of particular interest,
since terrorism studies emerged from security and strategic studies. Within CSS, there are
widely different trends. Williams and Krause for instance, propose a broad and inclusive
approach to bring together those perspectives that fall outside the discipline’s
mainstream.44 Booth, conversely, advocates a more normative Critical Theory approach
which demands not just critical self-reflexivity but a full-blown theory of critical security
studies.45 Booth holds that a field without a coherent organizing theory is too eclectic to
withstand internal contradictions. Krause and Williams, on the other hand, argue that too
normative a straightjacket will prevent the creation of a critical mass. Even though these
internal divisions have triggered rich and insightful debates, the impact of CSS has
arguably been muted by such divisions, and CSS has only partially succeeded in making
security studies as a whole more self-reflexive. Though the creation of a separate sub41
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field highlighted the main field’s shortcomings and created space for critical approaches,
it also perhaps helped to create something of an intellectual ghetto which, however
dynamic and thought-provoking, left the rest of the field to its original traditional
tendencies.
CTS therefore must reflect carefully on how to proceed in the light of this
experience. It must grapple with how to create sufficient space for critical studies on
terrorism without ghettoising itself and leaving the mainstream to its traditional
tendencies; how to ensure inclusion of both critically-minded traditionalists and the wide
variety of critical perspectives; and how to prevent itself from imploding under the
burden of either internal divisions or too much eclecticism.
‘Terrorism’: An Essentially Contested Concept
The adoption of ‘terrorism’ as the central organizing concept of the field creates a further
set of potential problems. CTS rightly criticizes the way terrorism knowledge is
constructed through a dominant discourse. But by creating a critical sub-field of terrorism
studies, one risks reproducing knowledge that privileges violence over other types of
behavior. This is particularly pertinent for those who study phenomena that might include
‘terrorist’ aspects. Many of those who study socially embedded organisations such as
Hamas do not consider themselves part of a terrorism studies field, as for them political
violence is part of a much more complex and diverse set of cultural, social and political
processes.46 By publishing in a field defined by the concept of ‘terrorism’, even if
critically conceived, one risks not only reproducing the notion that Hamas is somehow
exclusively defined by its tactical resort to ‘terrorist’ tactics, but also the very statecentric perspective that underpins this notion.
Outside the power structures that facilitated the emergence of a dedicated
‘terrorism studies’ field therefore, ‘terrorism’ does not constitute an obvious central
organizing concept on which to build a coherent body of research. Individuals, groups
and states move in and out of terrorism and often have little or nothing else in common
with each other. There is little that the Unabomber, anti-abortionists, US agents training
the Contras, al Qaeda and Hamas share beyond their use of at times similar tactics.47
Moreover, yesterday’s terrorists can become today’s politicians or even statesmen
(Menachim Begin and Nelson Mandela are both cases in point), begging the question of
when a ‘terrorist’ phenomenon ceases to be a proper subject for ‘terrorism studies’. More
prosaically, as previously noted, usage of the term ‘terrorism’ also poses serious security
and ethical problems for those conducting fieldwork among ‘terrorists’ and the
communities they belong to – what Paddy Hillyard has aptly called ‘suspect
communities’ in recognition of the way states typically frame these communities.48 If one
46
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of the aims of CTS is to engage with those considered ‘terrorist’ and their communities,
converging under the term ‘terrorism’ may have considerable drawbacks.
It is, nevertheless, our contention that unless we converge under a central concept
such as ‘terrorism’, however problematic it may be in practice, much of this critical
research will remain fragmented, thereby preventing much-needed cross-fertilization
between critical and cognate perspectives. In addition, there are practical reasons for
retaining the term, namely, eschewing the ‘terrorism’ label leaves traditional approaches
and policy-makers relatively unchallenged, particularly in the race for research funding.
There are two further reasons for retaining ‘terrorism’ as a central organizing
concept. First, one of the key tasks of CTS is to investigate the political, academic and
cultural usage of the term. For that reason alone, it should be retained as a central marker.
Second, the term ‘terrorism’ is currently so dominant within political structures and the
broader culture that CTS cannot afford to abandon it. Academia does not exist outside the
power structures and associated dominant discourses of the day. The term ‘terrorism’,
however problematic, dominates public discourse and as such must be engaged with,
deconstructed and challenged, rather than abandoned and left to less critical scholars.
Policy-Relevance, Funding and Co-option
At the heart of any critical project lies the notion of ‘emancipation’, however implicitly it
is conceived. The challenge is that contending critical schools approach emancipation in
different ways. Some denounce it as too implicated in grand meta-narratives and
normative projects, including past and not so past, (neo)-colonial projects.49 Yet, an
increasing number of critical voices have observed that all critical projects derive from an
underlying conception of a different order.50 Even some of those most critical of the term,
notably Derrida, have (re)-embraced the notion.51 To be ‘critical’, it seems, one has to
have some normative notion of what is wrong and how things should be different. This
need not involve a predetermined blueprint of utopia; indeed, such a blueprint is
anathema to contemporary conceptions of ‘critical’. Rather, critical scholars typically
acknowledge the non-exclusivity and revisability inherent to any normative position.52
If emancipation is central to the critical project, we would argue that CTS cannot
remain policy-irrelevant without belying its emancipatory commitment. It has to move
beyond critique and deconstruction to reconstruction and policy-relevance.53 The
challenge of CTS is to engage policy-makers – as well as ‘terrorists’ and their
communities – and work towards the realization of new paradigms, new practices and the
49
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transformation of political structures. That, after all, is the original meaning of the notion
of ‘immanent critique’. Striving to be policy-relevant does not mean that one has to
accept the validity of the term ‘terrorism’ or stop investigating the political interests
behind it. Nor does it mean that all research must have policy-relevance or that one has to
limit one’s research to what is relevant for the state, since the critical turn implies a move
beyond state-centric perspectives. End-users could, and should, include both state and
non-state actors, as long as the goal is to combat both the use of political terror by actors
and the political structures that encourage its use.
However, engaging policy-makers raises the thorny issue of co-option. One of the
fears of critical scholars is that by engaging with policy-makers, either they or their
research become co-opted, whether through governments (ab)using independent research
findings for their own ends, allowing one’s research to be overly shaped by the agendas
of major grant-awarding bodies, or by gradually coming to uncritically adopt the
perspectives and values of policy-makers. A more intractable problem is the one
highlighted by Rengger that ‘the demand that theory must have a praxial dimension itself
runs the risk of collapsing critical theory back into traditional theory by making it
dependent on instrumental conceptions of rationality’.54 A related problem is that by
becoming embedded in existing power structures, one risks reproducing existing
knowledge structures or inadvertently contributing to counter-terrorism policy that
uncritically reifies the status quo. Such dilemmas have to be confronted and debated;
non-engagement is not an option. Engagement is facilitated by the fact that as counterterrorism projects flounder, advisors to policy-makers are increasingly eager for advice,
even when it is ‘critical’.
For obvious reasons, ‘embedded’ terrorism scholars and traditional think-tanks
have enjoyed a much closer relationship with policy-makers, allowing them both more
institutionalized and more direct access. This is partly structural, since critical studies
have been seen as inherently adversarial towards existing power structures. Critical
scholars have also at times unnecessarily burned bridges by issuing blanket
condemnations of all things associated with the state, whilst failing to engage with the
public safety obligations of the authorities, and the challenges terrorism poses to such
safety. Critical scholars cannot indulge in the unilateral demonizing of all state actors, at
the same time as arguing against the comprehensive demonizing of all ‘terrorists’. Simply
because a piece of research originates within RAND does not automatically invalidate it;
conversely, a study emanating from a critical scholar is not inherently superior. Just as
Fred Halliday critiqued those who privileged voices from ‘the South’ as somehow more
authentic, critical scholars must guard against either privileging ‘terrorist’ voices or
uncritically dismissing state or state-related actors.55
In sum, critical scholars have to think carefully about how to engage with the
status quo and centres of power without losing critical distance. The establishment of
dedicated critical journals, seminars and conferences which actively seek to engage
policy-makers is one way forward, as are collaborative efforts with traditional
conferences already habitually attended by policy-makers. The creation of dedicated
54
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research centers and think-tanks which strive to hold these tensions in balance may
similarly be necessary.
Engaging policy-makers is not the only way forward; engaging ‘terrorists’ and
‘suspect communities’, as well as civil society actors more generally, is equally
important. In the age of the blog, alternative news websites and transnational grassroots
activism, CTS must be at the forefront of broadening the spectrum of discourses and
making space for counter-hegemonic accounts. It can do this at universities – over the
past four and a half years, over 600 students have been exposed to critical perspectives on
terrorism at Aberystwyth University alone. This can also be achieved through
participative research partnerships with ‘suspect communities’, or through publicly
challenging new laws or directives, as some have already begun to do.
Lastly, there are some difficult issues surrounding funding for critical research. In
the UK, a public row recently erupted when funding made available through the
Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) was found to have come directly from
the government whose counter-terrorist interests were all too apparent in the first design
of the research brief. Accepting such funding, even after revisions to the initial wording,
has serious implications for the researchers’ perceived independence, as well as for
personal safety in the field. Significantly, public funding is increasingly available for
critical projects, as the authors of this paper can attest. However, those who pay for
research will inevitably wish to shape the research agenda.
Emancipation, Universalism and Cultural Sensitivity
Although a critical commitment implies awareness of one’s own role in norm and
knowledge production, commitment to the particular understanding of human security
that underpins much critical thinking risks reproducing the very structures that have
contributed to the emergence of terrorist conflicts. The notion of ‘human security’ is
deeply embedded in the secular individualist perspective prevalent among Western (and
Westernised) scholars, and, because of its hegemonic prevalence among international
organisations and (Westernised) elites, it is this perspective that is perceived by many
engaged in secessionist or ideological conflicts to be the conceptual driving force behind
the order they are violently challenging. It is moreover often, though not exclusively,
linked to a principled aversion to conflict and a privileging of non-violent methods which
increases the tension between critical scholars and their research subjects if the latter
believe this to be a covert attempt at legitimising the status quo by preventing them from
‘rectifying’ the situation through violence. Precisely because a critically conceived field
has an ‘emancipatory’ agenda, it can end up imposing a normative agenda that replicates
aspects of the power-knowledge structures that are part of the problem.
While as Western scholars we might endorse the secular, non-violent,
individualistic perspectives alluded to above, it is important, from a critical point of view,
to recognize their historical and cultural specificity. This is particularly apparent when
studying societies which place a greater value on community and religion, or which
regard violence – state or non-state – as less problematic or even integral to the
maintenance of order. In the normative struggle between human security and state
security perspectives therefore, critical scholars must not lose sight of their own culturalhistorical biases and wrestle with how to remain sensitive to alternative voices while
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staying true to their own principles. This scholarly cultural bias against violence becomes
particularly problematic in situations where political methods of affecting change are
believed to be ineffectual because of a severe asymmetry in the existing power balance.
De-legitimizing all forms of subaltern violence, even if accompanied by a simultaneous
condemnation of violent state responses, risks making the individuals and communities in
target or ‘suspect’ communities less secure. This is a particular risk if the state in question
is predominantly engaged in less visible violence, such as structural violence or violence
that can be legally justified in the context of war as ‘collateral damage’. As a Lebanese
friend of one of the authors argued towards the end of the Lebanese civil war, ‘sometimes
it is better not to have peace than to have an unjust peace’. We may not agree with him,
but it is a tension we are obliged to address.
In the end, whether CTS will succeed in circumnavigating these various pitfalls
remains an open question. Other fields have been more or less successful in managing
their critical turn and some tensions are inherently unavoidable. Given the existing
opportunities, with state actors actively looking for alternative perspectives, and interest
from cognate fields in ‘terrorism’ at an all time high, and, more urgently, given the
potential for domestic and foreign policy to irretrievably erode civil liberties and further
alienate entire communities, we have no option but to try.
Towards a Critical Research Agenda
At this juncture, we consider three important questions that might contribute to the
formulation of a critical research agenda: What might a ‘critical’ approach to the study of
political terrorism look like? What ontological, epistemological, methodological and
ethical-normative commitments would characterize a critical scholarship? And is it
feasible to include an explicitly emancipatory dimension within such an approach?
We propose that a critical scholarship be based on certain ontological and
epistemological orientations, since the way we conceptualise and ‘do’ studies on political
terror – the framing of the subject or problem, together with the conceptual tools and
ideas about the subject – is intricately linked to the outcomes and overall integrity of
research.
Ontological and Epistemological Commitments
At the most fundamental level, we argue that CTS should rest on an understanding –
explicit or implicit – of knowledge as a social process that is constructed through
language, discourse and inter-subjective practices. From this perspective, it is evident that
knowledge about terrorism always reflects the social-cultural context within which it
emerges. CTS also understands that knowledge is intimately connected to power, that
knowledge is ‘always for someone and for some purpose’ and that ‘regimes of truth’ can
function to entrench certain hierarchies of power and exclude alternative, counterhegemonic forms of knowledge and practice. In other words, as a form of social science,
CTS should start with an acceptance of the basic insecurity of all knowledge and the
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impossibility of neutral or objective knowledge about terrorism.56 It should also manifest
sensitivity to the ways in which terrorism knowledge can be deployed as a ‘political
technology’ in the furtherance of hegemonic projects and direct attention to the interests
that underlie knowledge claims about terrorism. In other words, critical scholarship might
begin by asking: how is terrorism knowledge constructed, who is terrorism knowledge
for and how does it support their interests?
Ontologically, CTS should be characterised by a general scepticism towards, and
a resultant reticence to employ, the ‘terrorism’ label. In practice, this label has always
been a pejorative rather than analytical term; thus, to use the term is to apply a label that
implies a political judgement about the legitimacy of actors and their actions. Terrorism
is fundamentally a social fact rather than a brute fact; while extreme physical violence is
experienced as a brute fact, its wider cultural-political meaning is decided by social
agreement and inter-subjective practices – a social fact. In this sense, just as ‘races’ do
not exist but classifications of humankind do, so too ‘terrorism’ does not exist but
classifications of different forms of political violence do.57 As Schmid and Jongman
argue, ‘The nature of terrorism is not inherent in the violent act itself. One and the same
act… can be terrorist or not, depending on intention and circumstance’.58 For this reason,
CTS should strive to avoid defining terrorism either in ways that de-legitimizes the
violence of only some actors while simultaneously according the mantle of legitimate
violence to others,59 or in ways that legitimize violence simply because it is conducted in
particular circumstances, such as during war.
If the term is to be used, we would argue that it should be seen as a strategy or
tactic of political violence that can be, and frequently is, employed by both state and nonstate actors and during times of both war or peace, and that depends on the discursive and
social context of those who do the labelling.60 And we would argue for limiting its
meaning to the threat or use of physical violence directed mainly towards civilians in
order to intimidate or terrorise for political purposes. As Alex Schmid puts it, like war,
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terrorism is also a continuation of politics by other means.61 In this context, terrorism is
understood as one form of contentious politics.
Terrorism is not an ideology or form of politics in itself;62 it is rather, a tool
employed at specific times, for specific periods of time, by specific actors and for specific
political goals. In this sense, it is not a freestanding phenomenon: ultimately, there is no
terrorism, just the instrumental use of terror by actors.63 Similarly, there are no terrorists,
merely actors – both state and non-state – who at certain moments deploy methods of
terror. This has important implications for notions of identity, and subsequently for the
strategies and ethics of counter-terrorism, not least because it implies that the ‘terrorist’
label is never a fixed or essential identity and that ‘terrorists’ may choose to abandon its
use as a tactic for achieving political goals. A pertinent illustration of the ontological
instability of the terrorist label and the potentialities for political metamorphosis is the
observation that there are no less than four recognised ‘terrorists’ who have gone on to
win the Nobel Peace Prize: Menachim Begin, Sean McBride, Nelson Mandela and Yassir
Arafat – although in some cases, opponents continued to label the prize winners
‘terrorist’.64 Nevertheless, it is clear that: ‘Once a terrorist, is not always a terrorist.’65
There are a number of important consequences of these basic ontological and
epistemological orientations for a critical terrorism studies. First, there is the recognition
that part of a CTS research agenda must begin with an analysis of the epistemological
and ontological claims that make the field possible in the first place. In particular, the
false naturalism of traditional theory must be challenged and the political content of all
terrorism knowledge elucidated. More specifically, critical research must focus, at least in
part, on uncovering and understanding the aims of knowledge-production within
terrorism studies, the operation of the terrorism studies epistemic community and more
broadly, the social, political and cultural construction of terrorism knowledge. The
purpose of such research is not simply descriptive nor is it to establish the ‘correct’ or
‘real truth’ of terrorism; rather, it aims to destabilize rigid dominant interpretations and
demonstrate the more fluid, inherently contested and political nature of the discourse.
CTS must aim to reveal the underlying politics behind seemingly neutral knowledge. In
turn, this implies that critical scholars should engage in a continuous and transparent
critical-normative reflexivity regarding their own knowledge-production,66 and exhibit an
acute awareness of the political uses to which such knowledge can be put, as well as its
inbuilt biases and assumptions.
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Second, CTS scholarship should be committed to avoiding totalizing analyses of
power relations which allocate all the blame or responsibility to either state or non-state
actors. Instead, a critical scholarship reflects the inherent complexities of power relations
at both the state and non-state level. Critical scholars should recognise the ubiquitous
existence of the abuse of power and breaches of human rights amongst all those who use
violence and terror in the pursuit of their political goals.
Third, critical scholarship is contextualized in a longitudinal analysis of power
relations at a local and global level. In other words, CTS should resist tendencies towards
ahistoricity; rather critical scholarship is based on the recognition that the political use of
terror is a consistent historical pattern. It holds that there is much to be learned from the
history of the use of terror, and such history and previous scholarship is a resource to
deepen understanding. Furthermore, critical approaches recognize that the experience of
the political use of terror is a common human experience; it is not therefore feasible to
exceptionalize the experience of any society, historical period or set of events. Such
exceptionalizing precludes comparative analyses, which critical approaches value.
Related to this, CTS is interested in uncovering the political and strategic ‘causes’ or
reasons why actors choose to employ terrorist tactics, and the subsequent processes by
which they abandon the use of terrorism as a political strategy in particular historical and
political contexts. In this sense, CTS is determined to avoid depicting practices that are
very specific as universal, and naturalizing what is actually highly contingent.67
Fourth, the disciplinary base for CTS is spread over a wide range of fields,
including sociology, anthropology, peace studies, economics, history and well as political
science and international relations. A broad epistemological base that facilitates
multidisciplinary work is essential, as is mutual respect across disciplinary boundaries.
Within this multidisciplinary framework, particular attention should be paid to gender
issues, in the light of the relative neglect of this dimension to date. Another research
imbalance that should be redressed is to ‘bring the state back in’ to terrorism research,
exploring the logic and circumstances in which states employ civilian-directed violence
to terrorize and intimidate society for political purposes.68
Finally, critical scholars of political violence and terror should recognise that a
disparate range of actors hold stakes in the field, and remain conscious that these matters
are not merely a matter of academic interest but are in many cases, matters of life and
death. Critical scholarship must engage not only with other scholars, but also with
relevant communities of interest such as policy makers, security practitioners, and
‘suspect communities’,69 all of whom are end-users of academic research.
Methodological Commitments
We would argue that a range of methodological principles should also be adopted by
critical scholars. At the most basic level, the reliability and validity of data poses a major
challenge. Much of the information available to scholars has been filtered either through
67
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interested parties such as the intelligence services or the ‘terrorists’ themselves. As we
have noted above, much of the data is secondary and there is a real lack of primary data
in the field. Whilst there are undoubted challenges presented by collecting primary data
these must be negotiated and overcome if the credibility of research is to be improved.70
More importantly, we believe that critical scholars should place subjectivity at the
core of their work. This can be achieved in a number of ways: by naming themselves,
their positions and declaring their interests in relation to that which they research;71 by
using methods such as the use of co-researchers and inter-subjective analysis; and by
recognising the emotional forces associated with political violence and incorporating an
understanding of its polarising effect on data, researchers and analysts. Related to this,
critical scholarship should strive to resist the polarising forces of violence which exert a
pull towards bifurcation, exclusion and simplicity at the expense of synthesis, inclusion
and complexity.
Critical research should also be committed to methodological and disciplinary
pluralism; in particular, it should exhibit a willingness to adopt post-positivist and noninternational relations-based methods and approaches, and refuse to privilege materialist,
rationalist and positivist approaches to social science over interpretive and reflectivist
approaches.72 CTS should seek to avoid an exclusionary commitment to the narrow logic
of traditional social scientific explanation based on linear notions of cause and effect,
instead recognising that constructivist and post-structuralist approaches which subscribe
to an interpretive ‘logic of understanding’ can open space for questions and perspectives
that are foreclosed by positivism and rationalism. This stance is more than
methodological; it is also political in the sense that it does not treat one model of social
science as if it were the sole bearer of legitimacy.73
Lastly, CTS should recognise that research is carried out within a particular legal
environment which impacts on the work of the researcher and constrains thought and
expression by for example, outlawing the ‘glorification of terrorism’ (as is the case in the
UK). A critical scholarship should recognise its duty to defend as far as possible the
ethical and intellectual integrity of its work, whilst honouring its commitments to its
informants. The nature of the legal environment in the UK, the US and elsewhere can
pose specific challenges to the conduct of research in the context of secrecy and
securitization that invariably prevails. A critical scholarship should realistically appraise
the risks and manage these responsibly within a challenging legal and political
environment.

Ethical-Normative Commitments
CTS should be openly normative in orientation for one simple reason. Identifying
individuals and groups who may be rightly called ‘terrorists’ is a routine practice by
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scholars in the field. Through the identification of who the ‘terrorist other’ is, terrorism
studies provides an authoritative judgement about who may legitimately be killed,
tortured, rendered or incarcerated by the state in the name of counter-terrorism.74 In this
sense, there is no escaping the ethico-political content of the subject. Rather than
projecting or attempting to maintain a false neutrality or objectivity, CTS should openly
adhere to the values and priorities of universal human and societal security, rather than
traditional, narrowly defined conceptions of national security in which the state takes
precedence over any other actor.
In practice, this ethical standpoint has a number of important implications. First, it
necessarily entails transparency in specifying one’s political-normative stance and values.
This entails a continuous critical reflexivity about the aims, means and outcomes of
terrorism research, particularly as it intersects with state counter-terrorism, accompanied
by an enduring concern with questions of politics and ethics. As already noted, this has
clear implications for research funding, knowledge production and the ethics of research
in ‘suspect communities’. It also entails an enduringly critical stance towards projects of
state counter-terrorism, particularly as they affect human and societal security. CTS
should recognise that such a stance involves a delicate and creative balance between
critiquing oppressive state practices, preserving a critical distance, and simultaneously
maintaining access to power in order to affect change through an active engagement with
the political process and the power holders in society.
Second, critical research should be oriented towards dissipating the fog of rhetoric
and myth about political terror that is generated by both state and non-state actors
involved in ‘terrorism’ and ‘counter-terrorism’.75 Critical scholarship must strive to
ensure that it does not collude with the amplification of the popular sense of threat
associated with the use of political terror by non-state actors, and refuse to contribute to
the proliferation of fear and the resultant manipulation of public policies. Rather, a
critical scholarship should seek to appraise and contextualise the level of risk,
independent of those who may have a political interest in amplifying or minimising that
sense of risk, thereby contributing to a more reasoned and grounded public debate about
how society should respond to campaigns of terror.76
Third, we suggest that critical scholarship engages in a critical praxis aimed at the
eradication of the use of political terror and the promotion of non-violent forms of
conflict transformation instead. This can be achieved in part through challenging the
evidence and arguments used by those state and non-state actors who hold that political
terror is the most effective way of achieving their goals. Furthermore, critical research
must aim to ‘do no harm’ to either the researchers or their informants, and where harm is
likely, that any risk is recognised, assessed and voluntarily undertaken on the basis of
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informed consent by those exposed to it. In part, this entails a willingness to try and
understand and empathise with the mind-sets, world views and subjectivities of nonWestern ‘others’ and a simultaneous refusal to assume or impute ‘others’’ intentions and
values.77
Lastly, critical scholarship refuses to operate within the strict divisions that
currently demarcate discourses of political violence. Divisions between terrorist and
defender of freedom, between state and non-state actors, between traditional and critical
studies of political terror, and between scholars and ‘suspect communities’ are, we feel,
overly rigid. In refusing to work behind such walls in the intellectual, imagined and lived
ghettoes that violence creates, a critical scholarship undertakes reasonable calculated
risks, in the interests of resisting the reproduction of divisions in the field, and thus the
reproduction of violence itself. Additionally, critical scholarship recognizes the privileges
associated with the role of scholar and the responsibilities associated with such
privileges. Chief amongst these is the responsibility to engage with the challenges faced
not only by demonised communities, but also by those with responsibility for ensuring
public security and safety. Critical scholarship should address all those affected by such
challenges and in a language that is intelligible to them.
A Commitment to an Emancipatory Project
In common with traditional scholars, a critical approach would recognise that the use of
political terror by any actor is antithetical to human security and well-being. Any
scholarship therefore should ultimately contribute, however indirectly, to undermining
and eradicating the need of both state and non-state actors to resort to methods of
political terror. A critical approach would advance universal human security, not merely
the security of the state. That is, by including an emancipatory dimension to the methods
and approaches used in carrying out research, and seeking to ameliorate some of the
power imbalances between researcher and ‘subject’, critical research creates an
empancipatory praxis that is capable of shaping not only the means of emancipation, but
its outcomes.78 The mission of CTS therefore, should entail the establishment of human
security in the broader sense of ‘security’, as defined by Ken Booth to include all threats
and obstacles to human actualisation, not merely those posed by political violence.79 Such
an approach implicitly raises further questions: For whom is this scholarship practised
and whose interests are served? Who sponsors and shapes the research agenda? And how
might one steer a critical path through these challenges?
In the final analysis, CTS imbues many of the values, concerns and orientations of
peace research, conflict resolution and CSS. Contrary to the views of some critics, CTS is
not an anti-state or anti-Western project; neither is it a discourse of complacency or an
appeasement of tyranny. Rather, it is a vigorous anti-terror project based on fundamental
human rights and values and a concern for social justice, equality and an end to structural
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and physical violence and discrimination. It views deliberate civilian-directed forms of
violence as illegitimate, regardless of what type of actor commits them, in what context
or to what purpose. It also presupposes that human agency and human ingenuity are
potentially unlimited, particularly in the pursuit of non-violent solutions to injustice and
violence, and that there are more humane and effective ways of responding to terrorism
than reflexively engaging in retaliatory and disproportionate counter-violence,
demonization and repression.
Towards A Critical Research Agenda
The identification of themes such as radicalisation, specific groups or populations that
have become ‘suspect’, the role of religion in political violence and so on – and the
making available of funding to those who work on them – is one way in which the
contemporary field of terrorism studies is being shaped. This invariably moulds the field
into yet more state-centric forms and risks the research itself becoming a mere adjunct to
the counter-terrorism industry. Whilst this is understandable for those substantial
numbers of researchers with close links to the military establishment and the state, it is
hardly a healthy state of affairs for those scholars in the academy who lay claim to
intellectual independence. In sum, a new critical research agenda is urgently needed.
There are three key ideas about contemporary terrorism which are taken for
granted within critical approaches and which merit robust investigation and the
production of good research evidence. The first of those is the idea that there is a
symbiotic relationship between terrorism and counter-terrorism – that counter-terrorist
interventions by the state which are primarily of a military and security nature tend to
escalate rather than alleviate levels of perceived threat, actual violence and alienation of
the base population. There is little in the way of systematic evidence to support this
assertion. Systematic study and comparative analysis which evaluates the impact of state
interventions in the short, medium and longer term would make for a more informed
appraisal of the effectiveness of counter-terrorism approaches.
Second is the assertion that military and physical force-based interventions
against terrorism are largely ineffective. In the light of recent experience in Iraq and
Afghanistan and longer term interventions in the Palestinian Occupied Territories, Sri
Lanka, Spain, Colombia, Kashmir, Chechnya and elsewhere, some military strategists
have begun to articulate a return to a ‘hearts and minds’ approach when military
strategies fail. Comparative analysis would confirm, refine or challenge this assertion.
Third there has been a curious assumption of the powerlessness of the state in the
face of the terrorist threat. This is manifest in the resort to military action and the
assertion of the absence of other alternative responses. In spite of decades of experience,
state actors do not seem to have assembled a repertoire of non-military and nonrepressive methods of addressing the threat or reality of terrorist violence. Rather,
military and repressive responses appear to be the main responses in the state’s repertoire.
This is compounded by political imperatives to appear to be ‘tough on terrorism’, whilst
military experience might indicate a preference for a ‘hearts and minds’ strategy.
Scholarly investigation into how terrorism is construed by its state targets, and how
responses are assembled, validated and selected would greatly enhance understanding of
power and effectiveness of the state to counter terrorism by a variety of means. Such
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investigations could thus examine the idea of civil policing as an alternative to counterterrorist operations.
Apart from these three widely accepted assumptions, other research projects and
topics would also appear important. To begin with, at the conceptual level there is a need
to interrogate the core concepts of the field, such as ‘terrorism’, ‘terrorist’, ‘security’,
‘radicalisation’, and the like, in order to provide more satisfactory definitions and
theoretical formulations. Allied to this, is the need for further work on the broader
theoretical frameworks within which terrorism studies has operated. As we have noted,
the field to date has been under-theorised; critical scholars could make a valuable
contribution towards rectifying this, particularly those from cognate disciplines like
sociology, anthropology, conflict resolution, history and others.
A serious examination of the political and strategic roots of terrorism is also
essential if current tendencies towards acontextuality and ahistoricism are to be
effectively countered. Studies which locate terrorism in the context of conflicted political
relationships and their tractability and openness to change through non-violent means
will address important shortcomings in the current field. Similarly, historical studies on
groups, movements and states who have used terror as a political method in decades and
centuries gone by will fill an important gap.
Related to this, critical studies that explore transformation and methods of
‘coming out of terrorism’, including studies of groups who have successfully moved
beyond violent struggle, will provide an alternative paradigm to the contemporary focus
on the eradication of terrorism as the preferred – and often only – solution. Importantly,
there are a growing number of studies on conflict resolution and terrorism which explore
some of these dynamics.80
The need for expansion beyond the state-centric orientation of contemporary
research is particularly urgent. As we have stated, scholars must undertake ‘other-centric’
research which sheds light on the experience of ‘suspect communities’, with a focus on
the subjectivity and lived experience of the ‘other’. Related to this, there is a genuine
need to understand the nature and effects of terrorism and counter-terrorism on societies
and communities of the global South. Too much current research focuses on Western
societies to the detriment of non-Western states. Additionally, as we have stated, CTS
must ‘bring the state back in’, examining the state as agents and sponsors of political
terror. Increased attention by scholars to varieties of state terrorism and the role of the
state in the sponsorship of terrorism would rectify a major gap in the field, particularly
given that state violence is far more destructive, much more widespread and causes far
more human suffering than non-state terrorism.
Finally, there are a number of other subjects suggested by the preceding
discussion that would seem to be in urgent need of sustained critical research, including:
the discursive practices that make the field of terrorism studies possible in the first place;
the cultural construction of terrorism and its function as both a modern taboo and a
marker of Western identity; the different ways in which communities within states
experience terrorism and counter-terrorism; gender dimensions of terrorism and counter80
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terrorism; the political, historical, social and psychological reasons why actors decide to
adopt terrorist tactics; the role of religion and ideology in making the adoption of terrorist
tactics possible; the impact of the WOT on human rights legislation and practices; and the
increasing economic and political role played by the corporate sector in securitization and
counter-terrorism.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have attempted to demonstrate why a critically constituted terrorism
studies is both necessary and timely, what some of the potential dangers and pitfalls of
such a project might be, how such challenges could be overcome, and what a critical
research agenda on political terror might look like. We have also tried to articulate an
initial, and minimal, set of commitments that critically-oriented scholars might adopt.
The purpose of this article is not to prescriptively establish a new orthodoxy or
rigid set of disciplinary boundaries; rather, its aim is to articulate the contours of a broad
church in which critically-oriented scholars can unite behind a core set of concerns and
commitments, and to stimulate further questions and debate about the current state of
terrorism-related research. Neither is it meant to create division or provoke unnecessary
conflict between orthodox and critical approaches to the study of political terror. As
critically-oriented scholars, we are arguing for open, respectful but rigorous intellectual
engagement with traditional terrorism studies scholars about the important issues facing
the field. One of the key stimulants to scholarly innovation and development we believe,
comes from disagreement and challenge to established orthodoxies. We hope that this
paper will go some small way towards opening up new avenues for debate and research
on political terrorism.

